April 2016 Twitter chat

#cochraneauthor Liz Wager joined us for a Twitter chat to discuss new Cochrane Review on Interventions to prevent misconduct and promote integrity in research and publication.

Date: Wednesday 20 April 2016
Time: 2:00pm BST for one hour

Curators: Liz Wager @SideviewLiz and Nancy Owens, curator of @cochrane2collab and part of the Cochrane Communications team

Hashtag: #cochraneauthor

Chat agenda
Welcome: Please let us know who you are, where you are, and what you’re working on
Q1 What do you think is important about the evidence and findings of this review?
Q2 Should we be worried about the lack of evidence in this area?
Q3 Is misconduct increasing or are we better at detection?
Q4 What sort of research do we need now?

Chat conclusion

Chat guidelines
Help #cochraneauthor chats work for everyone by reviewing these guidelines.

Follow the @cochrane2collab and chat curator handles provided in each chat announcement.

If you intend to tweet more than a handful of times, you may wish to let your followers know that you may be sending multiple tweets. That way they can ‘ignore’ you temporarily if the chat topic is not of interest to them.

During a chat, add the hashtag (tag) #cochraneauthor to all your tweets so that they can be aggregated. This means that: everyone following the tag will see your contributions; and when the chat transcript is generated there will be fewer confusing gaps in the interactions.

If your tweets are usually protected (i.e., if you have a padlock on your handle), people who are not your followers will not be able to see your contributions to the chat. Please turn this protection off if you plan to tweet into a #cochraneauthor chat. There are instructions for turning protection on and off here.

Note that, if you wish to, while a chat is in progress, you can engage in ‘side chats’ without the #cochraneauthor tag. You can review other conversations later. Side chats are not considered to be bad form!

The #cochraneauthor chat administrators find a Twitter management platform such as HootSuite, TweetChat, or TweetDeck makes it easier to participate in. All are free.